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Introduction
The need for randomness arises frequently in a broad spectrum of applications, ranging from numerical simulations and statistical analysis to encryption. Methods for achieving this randomness have advanced as the applications increase, evolving from simple mathematical techniques which generate pseudo random numbers to physical sources of true random numbers. Dependent on the constraints of the application involved, it is often sufficient to use numbers that are not actually random, but random enough. These can be realized, e.g., by a pseudo random number generator which performs mathematical operations on data based on a seed, typically a very large number. Unfortunately, such schemes are deterministic: the same initial seed will always create the same sequence of pseudo random numbers. As computing power increases, this is no longer sufficient for many cryptographic applications, as it is possible for these algorithms to be compromised. In particular, one of the promises of the recent area of quantum cryptography is unconditional security based on laws of physics [1] . For such applications it is critical to have true sources of randomness. A quantum random number generator (QRNG) exploits the inherent randomness present in quantum processes to create random numbers. Common implementations are based on the interaction of photons with a beam splitter [2] [3] [4] , where a random bit is determined by which path a photon takes. More recently, it was realized that one can use the time between successive photons in a single path to generate randomness [5] [6] [7] .
We start by explaining the theory underlying our design, as well as detailing its implementation. The performance of our system is then discussed, including the tests performed to determine the amount of randomness present in our data. Finally, we briefly discuss proposed improvements for future designs.
Theory of operation
Several QRNGs based on the quantum properties of light have been proposed and implemented. Most previous systems [2, 3, 8, 9] , such as the one depicted in Figure 1 (a), rely on the behavior of an incoming photon at a beam splitter to generate data. Dependent on which detector receives the incoming photon, a '0' or a '1' is generated. This approach has the significant drawback that each photon can create at most only one bit of data, and in practice much less, since it is only detected events that contribute. Thus, the scheme is limited by the detection speed: one can only generate random bits at rates substantially below the detector saturation limit. While somewhat mitigating this problem, implementations with multiple detectors can suffer from bias created by differing detection efficiencies. Recently, it was shown [7] that such bias could be eliminated by using a single detector, and comparing the time intervals between three successive detection events. However, this method is limited to a maximum of one-half bit of randomness per detection, so is even more constrained by detector saturation.
Our implementation [6] also uses only a single detector to generate the data, but uses the photon arrival time itself as the quantum random variable, as shown in Figure 1(b) . As originally proposed [5, 6] , the time between successive photons is divided into 'time bins', which are created by a high-resolution counter operating in parallel with the detector (in principle this could also be combined with a beam splitter and two detectors to obtain an extra random bit per detection). A given detection time interval can therefore provide multiple random bits per detection event. If we had a constant waiting-time distribution, for which every time bin had the same probability of occurring, then, given n bins, we would generate log 2 (n) random bits per detection event. However, the waiting-time distribution for a Poisson process is a decaying exponential, as shown in Figure 2 (red curve). Specifically, after a detection event, it is more likely that the next detection event will occur sooner rather than later, so if the interval is broken into equal-sized time bins, the earlier ones are more likely than the later ones. Consequently, the resulting detection events will not be completely random; more precisely, the randomness associated with each detection will be less than that if the distribution were simply uniform. In order to compensate for this lack of randomness, a data-hashing technique must be used to 'whiten' the random number string, thereby preparing a shorter but more random string, with randomness approaching one random bit per bit. (Alternatively, one could use a shaped optical pulse to approximate a constant waiting-time distribution [5, 6] , though here too it is likely that some residual hashing would be needed.)
The random entropy of an arbitrary waiting-time distribution can be calculated from the Shannon entropy, defined as
where P i is the probability of a detection event corresponding to time bin i, summed over all possible bins N. This entropy is measured in bits, so an entropy of 1 bit per output bit is ideal.
For the distribution associated with our Poissonian light source, we assume the following simple model:
where is the dead time of the detector and is the average time between clicks, both measured in units of the counter resolution. For example, in an ideal system modeled by Equation (2) with ¼ 50 and ¼ 45 ns, Equation (1) predicts an entropy of $7 bits per detection. In practice, we use the measured waitingtime distribution and Equation (1) to determine S. A more conservative option is to use the 'min-entropy' [10] , which is the chance that an attacker will correctly guess an entire output string on the first try, given by S min ¼ Àlog 2 max({P i }), where max({P i }) is the maximum occurrence probability across all possible outputs of the hash function. For a given hash input block with 266 bits of entropy, the output min-entropy is approximately 255.28 bits per 256 bits of output, corresponding to a min-entropy per bit of 0.9972 [11] .
Implementation
The implementation detailed here has four major components: photon production, optical attenuation, photon detection, and data processing and storage. Although our initial experiments used an LED light source, we now employ an attenuated laser diode, for two primary reasons. First, the light emitted from a typical LED is in principle in a thermal state (i.e. with photon bunching over a small interval), whereas laser emission is ideally in a coherent state; this advantage is somewhat spurious, however, as the amount of bunching in an LED is miniscule and, in any event, our dead-time deletion automatically rejects such closely spaced photons. Second, it has been shown that a simple current-limited LED circuit can, under certain conditions, actually produce photon-numbersqueezed light [12] . The resulting sub-Poissonian waiting-time distribution would display lower random fluctuations than that of a laser diode. As discussed below, the random deletion afforded by our strong attenuation should completely eliminate any such squeezing correlations. Nevertheless, to avoid all such concerns, we deemed it preferable to use the system with the simplest characteristics (the laser diode).
We have used a variety of techniques to attenuate the light to the desired photon flux. If we imagine that the photons are emitted in a perfect coherent state, governed by Poisson statistics, then in principle any random deletion process will not alter the statistics. In fact, even if the photons are produced, e.g., in a squeezed state [12] , the correlations will be washed out by the large amount of attenuation required [13] we typically operate with over 60 dB of optical attenuation, so that a given photon from the light source has less than a 10 À6 chance of making it to the detector. Given this level of attenuation, numerical simulations show no noticeable difference in the amount of entropy per detection for both a coherent state and a heavily attenuated initially perfect numbersqueezed state.
Since we rely on the independence of the photon arrival times, it is important that the physical process used to control the flux does not introduce unwanted (or unknown) correlations. For example, periodically gating the laser diode so that it is only operating for a short time would not be appropriate, even though the average flux might be as desired; in this case the entropy would be greatly reduced. We have implemented the necessary attenuation using three methods: spatial-mode selection (only collecting a small fraction of the emitted light), standard reflection neutral density filters, and a series of crossed polarizers. As predicted, in all cases we observed no significant difference in the final photon statistics, i.e. the waiting-time distribution was unaffected. Note that, in the case of polarization filtering, we are essentially relying on the same intrinsic quantum mechanical randomness that is assumed for many quantum cryptography implementations [1] ; the security of the latter depends on the fact that a photon's transmission through a polarization analyzer is a truly random quantum event. Similarly, the reflective neutral density filters are an extreme limit of a simple beam splitter.
The transmitted photons are detected by a singlephoton counter, in our case an avalanche photodiode (id Quantique 100-MMF50-ULN). Although this device's 45-ns dead time implies a saturation rate of over 22 MHz, in practice the device can only sustain a continuous count rate of 11 MHz, resulting in random number generation rates up to 39.8 MHz. We have also run successfully using a Perkin-Elmer avalanche photodiode (SPCM-AQR-13). In this case, however, we were further limited to a rate of 5 MHz (to avoid damaging the detector); after all processing the SPCM-based system reached random number generation rates up to 20.1 MHz.
The detector pulse is read by a field programmable gate array (Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA) and input into a synchronous counter as the start signal. When a photon is registered, the counter resets to zero and then increments until the next detection event. A time-bin resolution of 5 ns is achieved by multiplying the internal crystal oscillator of 66 MHz to 200 MHz and treating each successive period as one time bin. Each time interval is assigned a value based on which time bin the photon was recorded in. The number of bits assigned to each detection is dependent on our expected entropy per detection, and consequently on the average detection rate (e.g. it would not be appropriate to assign more bits to each interval than the average rate of entropy allows). The data string for each detection event is truncated to this calculated length, and concatenated in a register until enough data is present to input into the hash function.
Because the probability distribution of the decaying exponential 'raw' counter data is not ideal, this data must be 'whitened' to remove bias and then compressed into the desired form. Cryptographic hash functions are commonly used for this purpose and we have chosen the SHA-256 algorithm [14] for our implementation. Unfortunately, as is the case with all hash functions, sometimes 'collisions' occur: cases where different inputs map to the same output. Because of this, we need to supply some extra entropy into the input buffer to make sure that each hashed output has approximately the same probability.
To quantify how much excess entropy is needed, we place two requirements on the hash function. First, every possible hash output should occur with the same frequency. Second, the bias in our raw counter input must not be present in the hashed output. For example, the smaller time bins will be more likely, and the highest-order bits of the counter data will typically be zero. To accommodate this we estimate the amount of entropy present and truncate any extra bits, only keeping the low bits -which are then input into the hash function. (For example, if the recorded interval for one particular detection pair is 11010111, and the waiting-time distribution corresponds to only an average of 5.5 bits of entropy per detection, then we Journal of Modern Optics 3 truncate this to 10111 before appending it to the string sent to the hash function.) Given the uniform distribution assumption of our hash function, we can calculate the entropy of its output. If the hash function has Q possible outcomes, and the probability of each input is P(X) 2 ÀT ¼ 1/N for some input entropy threshold T and time bin X, then the probability that m inputs map to a given output is given by the binomial distribution:
By grouping all terms with the same P i in Equation (1), it can be shown [11] that the resulting Shannon entropy is
For our 256-bit hash function (which needs an input that has at least 256 bits of randomness), 10 extra bits of input entropy corresponds to an output entropy of 255.999, or an entropy per bit of 0.999996. One can also calculate the min-entropy, defined in the previous section. Finally, the hashed data is output through the PCI port on the FPGA and stored on a desktop PC, where further manipulation and testing can occur. Figure 3 below shows the data flow of our implementation.
Performance of device/randomness tests
Our system outputs the data in two forms: the truncated 'raw' pre-hashed data, i.e. the concatenated string of the truncated low bits for each successive interval, corresponding to the waiting time between detections, and the 'whitened' hashed data. In our fastest configuration, the counts are output from the Avalanche Photo Diode (APD) at an average rate of 11 MHz, a speed easily handled by the FPGA. Each click produces 16 bits of data but, as discussed above, only the lowest $8 bits are kept; this corresponds to 88 million bits of counter data per second. However, as discussed earlier, the average entropy of this truncated data is still not 1 random bit per output bit, but rather a value that depends on , the average number of time bins between detections and , the detector dead time. Our current rate of detection (11 MHz) and time-bin resolution (5 ns) correspond to an average of approximately 5.5 bits of entropy per detection, as determined using Equation (1) on a large sample of our data.
In practice, other effects cause deviations from the ideal exponential distribution, as shown in Figure 2 . These include detector afterpulsing [15] , noise and signal reflections, and timing effects within the dataprocessing electronics. (For example, in a previous implementation we determined which time bin a detection event occurred within using a ripple counter, for which later bits rely on the state of earlier bits. While having a speed advantage, this type of counter takes longer to transition between values when more bits of that value are changing, causing some time bins to be larger than others. Switching to a synchronous counter mostly resolved this problem.) These features are repeatable over different runs of the system, so by calculating the associated loss in randomness we can then perform extra hashing to correct for it. Therefore, in practice we use Equation (1) to directly calculate the actual entropy from the measured waiting-time distribution, allowing a small overhead to account for our statistical uncertainty in the actual distribution.
The truncated 'raw' data is input into the SHA-256 hash function in 432-bit blocks, a block size set by the hash function itself. Consequently, if each time interval is input as an 8-bit value, then each 432-bit block contains information pertaining to 54 detections. If each detection provides 5.5 bits of randomness, then this will give approximately 298 bits of entropy. The SHA hash function was designed to handle inputs of arbitrary size, with the general rule that the output entropy is approximately 10 bits less than that of the input. Therefore, in our system the entropy input to the hash function is comfortably above the required threshold of 266 bits. While slightly detracting from the net efficiency -we discard $10% more random bits then strictly necessary -this provides added protection against fluctuations in count rate. For example, if the detections per second momentarily increase, the entropy per click will decrease; the extra input entropy provides a slight buffer against this. In a more advanced system, one could monitor the entropy generation rate in real time, adjusting the hashing accordingly [16] . After all data collection and processing, our hash function outputs random data strings via the PCI bus at rates up to 39.8 million bits per second. In order to test the amount of randomness present in our data, we have performed several tests, both on the raw data from the counter and again on the whitened data output from the hash function. Although there is no true test to determine if a sequence of bits is random, there are several widely accepted tests that we have utilized. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has developed a comprehensive test suite designed to test the randomness of data from pseudo random number generators [17] . There are 16 categories of tests, including Fourier analysis, random pattern checking, binary matrix rank, and several others. Data was recorded to files with sizes ranging from 10 MB to over 200 MB (in 10-MB intervals) and from incoming detections at rates of 1 to 11 MHz (in 1-MHz intervals), and the tests were run on each of them. In all cases, the final whitened data passed every test in the suite. The 'raw' data obviously contains significant bias and failed a majority of the tests, but was still tested in order to look for correlations between events.
Additionally, to test how well the whitened hashed data fit the ideal output distribution, a series of chisquared ( 2 ) tests were run. The general 2 test, as well as the very similar 'overlapping serial test' [18] , which looks for correlations within the data when paired into 'tuples', were performed; again, in all cases the whitened data was consistent with a random number string.
Unfortunately, simply passing these tests does not guarantee a perfectly random source, so it is critical to thoroughly understand the source itself. To detect any simple frequency patterns we performed an autocorrelation analysis on the raw pre-hashed data. The autocorrelation function is used in signal processing and statistics to measure how well a signal matches a shifted version of itself. The autocorrelation of a 'white-noise' signal -a signal of random noise with no frequency patterns -would look like a flat line except for a single sharp peak. Our raw data exhibited this behavior, as shown in Figure 4 below.
Discussion and future improvements
Presented above is a scheme and statistical validation for a cost-effective and fast quantum random number generator. Requiring only one photon detector and an inexpensive FPGA, this device could be reproduced and used as is for various scientific and commercial applications. However, there are several straightforward improvements that can be made.
Increasing the rate of incoming photons could increase the entropy of our final data, but there is a point where the entropy peaks and then quickly diminishes. In particular, as the count rate approaches the inverse of the dead time, the majority of the photons will fall into the lower-valued time bins, reducing the entropy per click. Taking into account the 45-ns dead time of our APD and assuming that our counter resets every time it receives a click, we are able to calculate the rate of entropy generation vs. the detection rate. As shown in Figure 5 (a) below, given our current APD, the entropy peaks at around 13 million detected photons per second. However, this count rate is above the manufacturer's threshold of approximately 11 MHz for continual safe operation, where heating effects can destroy the device.
Because our detectors cannot handle continuous count rates higher than 11 MHz, we cannot fully validate the above theory with our current implementation. However, we tested the behavior using a similar implementation, one with lower time resolution and fewer clicks per second. The detection rate ('click rate') of a given APD with dead time DT and input photon rate R is modeled by
Thus, given a set input rate, we can lower the maximum clicks per second by artificially increasing the dead time. In doing so, we were able to verify the predicted peak in entropy generation, as shown in Figure 5 (b). As illustrated in Figure 5 (a), with our current time-bin resolution we are nearly at the peak rate which maximizes the amount of entropy per second. Therefore, we have explored other ways to increase our random number generation rate. Although it performed very reliably during our experiment, the Spartan-3 FPGA is an older model. Upgrading the FPGA would have several advantages, including increased memory for possible parallel operations and the ability to synthesize a faster clock, thereby increasing our time-bin resolution and the achievable rate of random number generation. Additionally, we are currently exploring utilizing a time-interval analyzer chip, which would allow for 27-ps time bins, and could easily be integrated with our FPGA, thereby increasing the available amount of entropy per detection event, and predicting a net random numbergeneration rate of 90 MHz. Along these same lines, we recently evaluated a high-speed time-interval analyzer (PicoHarp 300, by PicoQuant). This device offers a 4-ps time-bin resolution and allowed us to obtain approximately 17 bits of entropy per detection at the peak count rate of 10 MHz. Real-time hashing of the data has not yet been achieved, but post-processed data passed every set of tests that were run on the FPGA implementation, and would allow random number generation at a rate of approximately 110 MHz. However, in this case the time-bin resolution surpasses the jitter of the detector, and the randomness does not come from the light field alone, but also from the less well understood properties of the APD itself.
Because our implementation requires a set number of detections before hashing can commence, our QRNG has a latency of approximately 8 ms. For some applications (such as a loophole-free test of Bell's inequality [19] ) which require 'on-demand' fast random numbers, this is a significant drawback. For others, however, such as quantum key distribution (QKD), the random numbers are used to determine the transmitted key bits and the receiver's measurement settings, which can be stored locally by the participants until they are needed. This assumes that the QKD system has secure storage; if this were not the case, QKD would be impossible anyway.
The issues listed above are currently the primary limiting factors in our design. We are confident that our electronics can handle higher input rates, and with the addition of alternative methods of photon detection we believe that output rates upwards of 1 GHz are achievable. For example, recently a silicon photomultiplier was shown to have a promising peak detection rate of 430 MHz [20] , which when paired with higher time-bin resolution would greatly increase our random number generation rate. Also, multi-pixel photon counters -arrays of APDs packaged into one device -are currently being developed (Hamamatsu MPPC S10362-11); as well as offering an increased rate of random number generation by the techniques outlined above, it could be possible to gain additional spatial random information per photon by looking at which detector clicks at any given time. 
